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Key purpose and objectives 
To challenge and prevent Plagiarism. 

To create an academic culture where originality is valued and rewarded. 
To encourage College, School, Team and individual strategies to prevent Plagiarism 
To educate students to avoid Plagiarism by building their Information Literacy Skills and by 
specifically educating students how to appropriately reference and cite sources of information 

Key responsibilities 
 

Corporate Responsibilities 
    Providing staff and students with clear explanations of what is valued why academic conventions 

are important. 
 

    Providing training in plagiarism deterrence and detection. 
 

    Directing the random cross-college sampling of student work to establish the occurrence and level 
of plagiarism. 

 
Academic Staff Responsibilities 

    Staff model integrity themselves when they cite sources in their lectures, talk about selecting and 
using authoritative sources to support an argument, and reward students who do the same by 
creating assessment criteria that recognise the issues. 

 
    Defining plagiarism and collusion in everyday language, including examples of acceptable and 

unacceptable practices and behaviours. 
 

    Course Design that reduces the opportunities for plagiarism e.g. inbuilt observed coursework and 
formative assessment looking at researched materials being used by the student. 

 
    Teaching students the skills they need to meet assessment requirements. 

    Encouraging a culture that supports academic integrity. 

    Collaborating with cross-college sampling as required. 
 

Student Responsibilities 
 

    Students must make sure that all the work that is submitted for assessment is their own and that it 
is properly referenced. 

 
Policy and legislative connections 

 
Student Disciplinary policy 

 
 

 
Review cycle Every 2 years 
New review November 2016 
Next review by VP Organisational Development 
Distribution All employees 
Approving body Development Success 
Equality Analysis complete October 2014 
Policy Reference QHD2 PP 
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1. Executive Summary 
 

Plagiarism, cheating, collusion and attempting to obtain an unfair academic advantage are entirely 
unacceptable and not allowed. As such, these forms of academic misconduct will be subject to 
disciplinary regulations both within Central College and as applied by external agencies such as 
examination boards. This Policy outlines expectations of both staff and students to ensure plagiarism 
is challenged and eradicated from the College. 

 
Plagiarism is defined by the College as the use of the work of other students, past or present, or 
substantial and unacknowledged use of published material presented as the student's own work. 
Plagiarism includes the following: 

 
    The extensive use of material without appropriate reference or acknowledgement (this 

includes material from books, journals, the Web etc). 
 

    The summarising of another person's material by changing a few words or altering the order 
of presentation without reference or acknowledgement. 

 
    The substantial and unauthorised use of the ideas of another person without 

acknowledgement. 

    Copying the work of another student with or without the student's knowledge or agreement. 

    Deliberate use of commissioned material which is presented as one's own e.g. the use of 
“Essay Banks”. 

 
    Unacknowledged quotation of phrases from another's work. 

 
Plagiarism is considered to be an act of fraudulence and an offence against College discipline. 
Alleged plagiarism will be investigated and dealt with appropriately. 

 
 

2. Responsibilities 
 

Effective tackling of plagiarism is a shared responsibility. To ensure that work presented by students 
is original there are inherent responsibilities for the Corporation, employees and individual students. 

 
Corporate Responsibilities 

    Providing staff and students with clear explanations of what is valued (integrity, honesty, wide- 
ranging research, choosing and using others’ ideas etc) and why academic conventions are 
important. Students should encounter the information in printed material, discuss it with teachers, 
and see staff treating each other in accordance with the principles. 

 
    Providing training in plagiarism deterrence and detection. This includes the provisions of tools 

such as JISC Turnitin. 
 

    Providing a clear framework for dealing with identified plagiarism by offering appropriate training, 
and where necessary, appropriate disciplinary outcomes. 

 
    Directing the random cross-college sampling of student work to establish the occurrence and level 

of plagiarism. Where problems are identified to direct appropriate actions to reduce plagiarism. 
 

Academic Staff Responsibilities 
    Staff model integrity themselves when they cite sources in their lectures, talk about selecting and 

using authoritative sources to support an argument, and reward students who do the same by 
creating assessment criteria that recognise the issues. 

 
    Defining plagiarism and collusion in everyday language, including examples of acceptable and 

unacceptable practices and behaviours.
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    Induction that stresses both academic integrity and the way the college plans to defend it; student 
responsibilities for upholding academic values. 

 
    Course Design that reduces the opportunities for plagiarism e.g. inbuilt observed coursework and 

formative assessment looking at researched materials being used by the student. 
 

    Teaching students the skills they need to meet assessment requirements. (For assignment 
writing, students need more than instruction in referencing. They need to learn study skills such 
as: note-taking that preserves the link with the source; paraphrasing and summarising; using in- 
text citations. In technical areas, students need to know the difference between copying the model 
and applying it. Students in creative subjects need help to know how to draw on others’ ideas and 
reshape them without plagiarising the work of designers and artists etc). 

 
    Encouraging a culture that supports academic integrity. 

 
    Collaborating with cross-college sampling as required –e.g. 5% of students within the school – 

with sampling broadened where problems are indicated. 
 

Student Responsibilities 
Students must make sure that all the work that is submitted for assessment is their own and that it 
is properly referenced. Except for short excerpts that are fully referenced, students must under 
no circumstances reproduce passages, diagrams, drawings, tables or photos borrowed wholesale 
from books, articles, the internet, or other sources written by a person or persons other than 
themselves. Similarly, students must not summarise an author's ideas or arguments without 
providing a full reference. If they do so they are wrongly indicating that they have thought of the 
points themselves. 

 

 
3. Detecting Plagiarism 

 

Applied Professional Knowledge and Skill 
    Academic Staff will continue to apply their knowledge of the professional literature and 

resources with the expectation of seeing appropriate referencing and citations. 
 

    Academic Staff have knowledge of individual learner’s capabilities and style of work 
presentation and will challenge unexpected outcomes. 

 
    Academic Staff will use their classroom observations, tutorials and reviews to establish 

learning progress matches the work being presented. 
 

Turnitin Plagiarism Detection Service 

    As part of ongoing efforts to more successfully detect plagiarism, the College has signed up 
to use the Turnitin Plagiarism Detection Service, a piece of software which searches the Web 
and extensive databases of reference material and content submitted by other students to 
identify any duplication with submitted work. The software makes no decisions as to whether 
a piece of work has been plagiarised, it simply highlights sections of text that have been found 
in other sources. 

 
    The College reserves the right to check any submitted assignments through the service, 

regardless of whether plagiarism is suspected. This is part of the normal marking process of 
any students work and permission as seen as implicit when assignments are submitted. 

 
    The College if it decides to do so will submit assignments, along with the student’s name, 

and/or email address, course details and institution at its own discretion. Once this 
information has been uploaded it will be stored electronically in a database and compared 
against other work submitted. As such, information may be shared with countries outside of 
the European Union. In the event of the service detecting a high degree of similarity between 
a submitted assignment text and content within the service, this will be reported back to the 
College and may lead to further investigation (for example, checking library borrower record,
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assessment records etc) which could ultimately lead to disciplinary action if plagiarism is 
confirmed. 

 
 

Systems and Procedures 
There is an expectation that evidence of education re plagiarism and/or strategies to tackle 
will be evidenced in some of the following: 

Student Induction 
Course Handbooks 
Student Handouts 
1 to1 reviews 
PD Central 
Schemes of Work 
Lesson Plans 
Action Plans 
Course Reviews 
Self Assessment Reports 

 
4. Monitoring 

 
Risk Assessment 
Heads of School will work with the Turnitin Champion and colleagues to: 

 
    Undertake appropriate Risk Assessment within their Schools checking current levels of 

Plagiarism e.g. using the Turnitin Software Package. 
 

    Review the anti-plagiarism strategies embedded within current teaching practice. 
 

Sampling 

    Work produced by students across a range of courses will be sampled. 
 

Where at risk areas are identified appropriate training and support will be offered. 


